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About This Game

Cat King Jasper of planet Meweroth wants to conquer the Human World! Will his plan succeed, or will the warmth and love of
the humans change his heart? A fun and short RPG where you choose from four classes and journey about to help Jasper get

back to his home planet. There are over 30 maps to explore, a nice selection of music, and loving companions that join you on
your quest.

Features:

Four classes: Holy Warrior, Elementalist, Shadow Thief, and Berserker.

A variety of maps with a few challenging boss fights.

A strong feline hero.

2-4 hours of old-school RPG game play with charming humor.

A nice medley of music: emotional, upbeat, and spanish-guitar.
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This is advertised as a 'mini sequel' to Existential Kitty Cat RPG and tbh I preferred Existential Kitty Cat RPG. While it starts
out interesting and isn't too bad overall, I don't like how long the fights take, the music feels a little watered down, the controller
acts even more janky and the SPAG needs even more work. Also less random bizarre names for things.. My second game of this
developer and much better than the first (Shadow of the Black Dragon).
I haven't encountered any bugs and the story is great.
I recommend to grind between the missions or you run out of healing potions before you reach the next magic circle (full
restore) and to have each class in your party.
Appart from 2x all items can be found in chests or are obtained from NPCs or bosses.
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